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Abstract European canker (EC), caused by Neonectria ditissima, is an important disease in
apple-producing regions in New Zealand. In order to improve plant protection, Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) can be used to map plant disease location and severity in
agricultural settings. Data were compiled from apple growers in Tasman, New Zealand,
to investigate EC distribution over 4 years, for the period 2015–2018. ArcGIS software,
including the Spatial Analyst, Interpolation and Geospatial statistics toolboxes, was used to
map EC incidence at the spatial scale of orchard blocks, which allowed the identification of
disease hot-spots. A clustered spatial pattern of disease was detected every year and areas
with higher risk of EC were identified within the region. The spatial patterns detected were
related to disease pressure over time for diﬀerent apple cultivars. The use of GIS provides a
platform for analysing and visually communicating disease patterns over time. Investigating
disease spatial pattern allows the inference of spatial processes and further hypothesis
generation to understand the pathogen.
Keywords apple, disease progression, European canker, Geographical Information Systems,
GIS, hot-spots, Neonectria ditissima, spatial, temporal.

INTRODUCTION
European canker (EC), caused by Neonectria
ditissima, is an important disease in appleproducing regions that have moderate
temperatures and high rainfall throughout the
year, e.g. Europe, the United Kingdom, Chile, and
New Zealand. It has been recorded that the death
rate caused by this fungal pathogen can be around
10% in the first few years of tree establishment
in an orchard (Lovelidge 1995; Berrie et al.
2000). The apple varieties most susceptible to
N. ditissima are the ‘delicious’ cultivars, ‘Golden’,
‘Red’, ‘Kanzi’ and ‘Royal Gala’. ‘Braeburn’ is
moderately susceptible while ‘Granny Smith’
is quite resistant (McCracken et al. 2003).

The main centres of apple production in New
Zealand are Hawke’s Bay in the North Island,
and Tasman and Nelson in the South Island. All
these regions are susceptible to EC, particularly
Tasman, due to suitable climatic conditions
(Macara 2016), variable management practices
and large apple growing areas. Autumn is the
most sensitive period for infections because of the
high numbers of wounds caused by picking scars
and leaf scars (Walter et al. 2016), coinciding with
regular rainfall facilitating inoculum production.
In addition, fungicides do not have label claims
that allow their use during picking, leaving
picking scars vulnerable to infection (Walter et
al. 2017). In order to control the disease, apple
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growers generally apply between 2–6 fungicide
applications during autumn after the harvest,
using a range of products including copperbased formulations and captan. Further, as part
of disease control in commercial orchards, visible
cankers are removed by a specialist pruning crew,
often about four times per year.
The pathogen, N. ditissima, produces two spore
types: conidia (asexual spores) and ascospores
(sexual spores). In New Zealand, both types of
spore are available all year around whenever
rainfall occurs (Walter et al. 2017). In particular,
the climate in the Tasman region facilitates EC
infection any time during the year as it has more
regular rainfall and moderate temperatures
than other apple-growing areas. Warm and
wet conditions facilitate spore production and
distribution, as well as lesion development. Spores
are spread primarily through rain splash and
secondly via wind. These dispersal mechanisms
lead to non-random spatial patterns and
progression of the disease (Campbell et al. 2016).
In this context, a Geographical Information
System (GIS) represents a powerful management
tool because it enables the spatial pattern of the
disease in the orchard to be investigated spatially
and temporally. Such information can assist in
the understanding of infection processes as well
as the prediction (and therefore the control) of
further European canker spread. This knowledge
can then be applied to avoid unnecessary costs
of inappropriate management practices, for
example by developing optimal monitoring
strategies (Blumenthal et al. 2001; Campbell et
al. 2016, Alizadeh et al. 2017; Walter et al. 2017).
Disease clustering can happen for many reasons
such as the mechanism of disease spread, the
occurrence of disease vectors in a certain location
and the clustering of risk factors (Pfeiﬀer et al.
2008). Investigating patterns of disease clustering
and spatial autocorrelation (non-random spatial
distribution) helps to infer and understand
biological and management processes, and
generate testable hypotheses. Spatial analyses
methods such as cluster analyses, understanding
spatial autocorrelation and kernel smoothing are
often used in crime detection, ecology, animal
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health or in public health to make predictions
of risk areas and describe phenomena patterns
across continuous space (Pfeiﬀer et al. 2008;
Leitner et al. 2009; Kieran & Martin 2013;
Campos & Fedigan 2014). These methods
(traditionally used in human geography) can be
extended successfully to plant health and crop
disease (Nelson et al. 1999; Quinn et al. 2011).
The aim of this study was to use GIS to help
understand the spatial pattern of N. ditissima
infection in apple orchards. We investigated
whether spatial clustering of the disease occurred
and how the spatial pattern of disease changed
over time (from 2015 to 2018) at the spatial scale
of multiple orchard blocks of diﬀerent apple
cultivars.
METHODS
Data acquisition
Data on the incidence of EC at a tree-resolution
scale in Tasman orchard blocks had been
collected by growers over the previous 4 years
(2015–2018). For most blocks and years, these
data were collected by specialist ‘canker crew’
pruning teams four times per year: during preharvest; postharvest; spring; and winter. Canker
incidence was recorded for each row and each
year while the number of blocks included in the
investigation diﬀered year to year. Additional
blocks were newly planted or included in the
monitoring over time resulting in 49 blocks
sampled in 2015, 60 blocks in 2016 and 2017, and
65 blocks in 2018. The canker data included trees
that had one or more of the following: branch
canker (trees with at least one branch infected);
poled (50% and more of branches removed from
a tree because of EC); trunk canker (trees with
EC infection visible on the trunk only); removed
trees (due to EC infection); and replanted trees.
Branch, poled and trunk cankers were recorded
as ‘strikes’ in a tree, removals and replants can be
rare and not used in the management of every
block. A ‘strike’ was defined as a canker from any
type of wound, spur, leaf scars and thinning.
The following formula was used to compile
and calculate the percentage of canker incidence
from the row and seasonal data into an average
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(Removal trees+Strike trees)
number of seasons
Total number of trees - Removal trees of the previous year

Incidence is calculated relative to the total
number of trees at the block scale so the diﬀerent
number of blocks included each year did not bias
the EC analyses presented in this paper; however,
the age of the trees would be an important factor
to consider in future analyses. A number of
diﬀerent commercial apple varieties were present
in the blocks and all were similarly susceptible to
EC (Bus et al. 2019; Table 1). Varieties have been
numbered to anonymise their identity for display
in this paper, as conclusive formal covariate
analyses have not yet been published.
Spatial analyses
In order to investigate the disease spatial
pattern, compiled data for each orchard block
were imported in ArcGIS (v.10.6.1) using georeferenced data. From geographical coordinates,
aerial photographs and grower discussion,
polygons were drawn in ArcGIS to represent
each orchard block to which the attributes of each
block were assigned (e.g. EC incidence, variety).
Orchard blocks were the spatial unit for all spatial
analyses presented; therefore, the condition
‘contiguity edges and corners’ was specified in the
software as the spatial relationship (which means

all neighbouring blocks on edges and corners
were considered in the spatial relationship) and
Euclidean distance was chosen for global and
local autocorrelation analyses. The Geographic
Coordinate System used was GCS_WGS_1984
Web Mercator.
Interpolation
Kernel smoothing is a statistical interpolation
method to estimate a local value as a function
of neighbouring observed data. This process
enables the production of a smooth surface
that defines the level of potential risk areas of
the actual and interpolated values across an
area (Bithell 1990) and can be used to visualise
the disease pattern at a multi-block spatial
scale. Therefore, interpolation was performed
using a kernel smoothing tool that uses local
polynomial interpolation, i.e. fitting an Order-1
polynomial function using points within the
defined neighbourhood (Environmental Systems
Research Institute (ESRI) 2019a). The bandwidth
used for the kernel function was the extent of the
study area. This interpolation was carried out
separately for each year of data.

Table 1 Frequency of blocks of diﬀerent apple varieties grown in the study region. Apple varieties have
been numbered to anonymise their identity.
Variety
1
2
3
4
3+4 (half block each)
5
TOTAL

2015
32
8
9
0
0
0
49

Number of blocks
2016
2017
37
37
12
12
11
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
60
60

2018
37
12
11
3
1
1
65
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Spatial autocorrelation (Global Moran’s Index
and Anselin Local Moran’s Index)
Spatial clustering is a term used to describe
the spatial aggregation of an event pattern.
Clustering of a disease in space and time can be
evaluated using two main types of cluster analysis
techniques, global and local clustering methods
(Pfeiﬀer et al. 2008). Both types were used here.
Firstly, the Global Moran’s Index was calculated
using the Spatial Autocorrelation tool in ArcGIS.
The Global Moran’s Index distinguishes between
positively auto-correlated patterns (high values
tend to be surrounded by high values, low values
by low values), random patterns (neighbouring
values independent of each other) and dispersed
patterns (high surrounded by low, and vice
versa) (Longley et al. 2005). The global index
performs best with normally distributed values
across the study area; therefore, histograms
were checked to ensure this assumption was met
(data not shown). Secondly, in order to identify
where the spatial clusters of features with high
or low values and the outliers were across the
orchard, the Anselin Local Moran’s index was
run (Clusters and Outliers analysis), calculating
a z-score, a pseudo P-value (499 permutations),
a colour and a code representing the cluster type
for each statistically significant feature (ESRI
2019b). A high-high cluster is defined as high
values surrounded by other high values and,
conversely, a low-low cluster is where low values
are surrounded by low values. High-low and
low-high outliers occur where the spatial pattern

is dispersed and neighbouring blocks are more
dissimilar than expected by chance. A low-high
classification indicates where low values are
surrounded by significantly higher values, and
high-low the opposite.
Temporal changes and apple cultivar
Each year of data was analysed independently in
this study but temporal changes in the clustering
and ‘hot-spots’ of disease were visually assessed
over the 4 years of the study and also visually
compared to the locations of the diﬀerent apple
cultivars grown. Further formal analyses of these
comparisons are needed for causative factors of
these relationships.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Incidence of EC in trees at the whole-orchard
scale showed an overall decrease over the 4 years
considered independent of the number of blocks
and a result of decreases in incidence in many
individual blocks, and the addition of young
plantings (Table 2). This result is in agreement
with previous and current EC research in the
Tasman region due to the widespread uptake
of best management practices (Campbell et al.
2016, Walter et al. 2017). The kernel smoothing
interpolation shows where the spatial distribution
of EC incidence can be seen to change in intensity
and location across the orchard over the 4 years
considered (Fig. 1). It is diﬃcult to quantify the
change over time with an interpolation, which
highlights the importance of objective statistical

Table 2 Global Moran’s Index statistics for all orchard blocks for each year indicating the level of spatial
autocorrelation (z-scores indicate the number of standard deviations from the mean, the higher the
z-score the more clustered the spatial pattern, negative z-scores indicate high dispersion, close to
zero indicates random spatial pattern) of European canker (EC; caused by Neonectria ditissima) tree
incidence.
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018

Number of
blocks
49
60
60
65

Total Orchard
EC Incidence (%)
19
17
12
10

z-score

Pseudo-P-value

1.85
3.77
2.29
4.25

0.10
0.01
0.05
0.01
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Figure 1 Spatial interpolation using kernel smoothing (polynomial order 1) for all orchard blocks over
4 years (2015–2018) performed using ArcGIS. The extent and spatial scale are the same for each year;
however, the number of blocks included diﬀers year to year and the block average tree incidence of
European canker (caused by Neonectria ditissima) diﬀers year to year (see Table 2). The inset indicates
blocks belonging to the same orchard that are geographically separated from the main blocks.
analyses for detecting clustering and hotspots. It
is still useful to visualise the broader-scale disease
pattern across the orchard extending between
the orchard blocks in order to be able to relate
potential causative factors at this interpolated

spatial scale. While the overall canker incidence
diﬀered from one year to another, the increases
did tend to be confined to two identified areas of
the orchard, the centre east and the south west
(Fig. 1).
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Visual communications produced from this
scale of data using GIS can be eﬀective in quickly
and simply portraying information to a wide
range of audiences from industry, management,
pruning teams and scientists. The spatial patterns
observed also serve to generate hypotheses that
can be used to inform future research about why
and how these spatial patterns arise, and whether
and why they could change over time. However,
several factors have to be carefully considered
in running geostatistical analysis and in the
interpretation of results and images. The type of
data, the choice of cluster detection techniques,
the sampled unit size and edge eﬀects of the
study area all influence the analysis. For example,
there can be statistical bias related to subjective
block boundary choice (e.g. Modifiable Areal
Unit Problem (MAUP); Openshaw 1984).
Furthermore, diﬀerent clustering algorithms
can use diﬀerent settings which can change
the finer detail of where clusters are located.
In addition, data at the block scale includes no
information about disease distribution within a
block, which can be highly spatially structured
(data not shown). Therefore, the intended use by
the growers needs to be considered to provide
management maps at the correct accuracy,
precision and spatial scale.
The extent of spatial autocorrelation and
clustering of high disease incidence was
investigated further because the Global Moran’s
Index indicated a significant spatially clustered
distribution of canker incidence in the apple
orchard for each of the 4 years (Table 2). Nonrandom spatial patterns can infer processes
influencing the management of the disease. For
example, the nature and mechanism of disease
spread, such as rain splash dispersal, can result in
diﬀerent spatial patterns than wind-borne, soilborne, insect-vectored or human-transported
diseases. There was slightly less statistical
significance of the clustering in the first year
of data collection (2015), where higher disease
incidence more uniformly spread (Table 2). It
is not uncommon to find that spatial patterns
of disease incidence are less prominent when
incidence is high (Campbell unpublished data),
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because the more trees with canker, the more
widespread and uniform the disease becomes.
If disease severity data were available, it is likely
that a spatial pattern would also be prevalent
with the added detail of severity, relative to basic
tree incidence.
The Global Moran’s Index is used to indicate
whether there is significant spatial autocorrelation
at the orchard scale but the Anselin Local Moran’s
Index is used to indicate where these hot-spots
actually are within the orchard, as illustrated in
Figure 2. In each of the 4 years of this study, there
were always some significant high canker areas
(high-high clusters) and some significantly lower
canker areas (low-low-clusters). Some of these
significant clusters reoccurred over multiple
years, either over consecutive years or with a lag
period (Fig. 2).
These spatial patterns are related to many
factors and a full analysis is beyond the scope of
this paper. Some explanations for the existence
and subsequent changes in non-random spatial
patterns are as simple as tree removal and new
block planting; other explanations involve
multiple environmental (e.g. rainfall, humidity),
management (e.g. fungicide, pruning) and apple
variety factors including the interactions between
these (e.g. timing of pruning and inoculum
availability).
The low-high outliers are of interest because
they indicate that local disease incidence was
comparatively low, despite disease pressure
from neighbouring blocks. In contrast, high-low
outliers indicated high localised disease incidence
despite neighbouring blocks having lower
incidence. The presence of these outliers could
indicate a strong between-block disconnect such
as shelter belts, soil characteristics or orchard
management practices at the block scale.
One factor common to the hot-spots was the
apple variety planted in these areas. Comparing
the disease hotspots (Fig. 2) to the varieties (Fig. 3),
it was observed that Variety 1 was present in all
the high canker incidence clusters (Figs. 2 & 3)
but not all blocks of Variety 1 occurred within
clusters of high canker incidence (Figs. 2 & 3).
This may be due to chance, because Variety 1 is
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Figure 2 Locations of significant local clustering of block level European canker disease incidence over
4 years (2015–2018), using Anselin Local Moran’s Index statistics. The inset indicates blocks belonging
to the same orchard that are geographically separated from the main blocks. The number of blocks
included diﬀers year to year: 49 in 2015, 60 in 2016 and 2017 and 65 in 2018. High-high cluster is where
there are high values surrounded by high values, and, conversely, low-low cluster is where low values are
surrounded by low values. High-low and low-high outliers are where the spatial pattern is dispersed and
neighbour blocks are more dissimilar than expected by chance. Low-high indicates where low values
are surrounded by significantly higher values, and high-low the opposite. Varieties included in these
hotspots can be compared in Figure 3.
the most widespread variety, or it could indicate
subtle diﬀerences in variety susceptibility or
underlying spatial factors such as soil moisture.
This finding leads to many questions around
whether there is an optimal planting pattern of
diﬀerent varieties that could decrease the risk of
large, stable EC hot-spots within the orchard. For

example, is disease increased by planting large
monocultures of single varieties or decreased by
planting multiple varieties interspersed with each
other? Further research on spatial patterns of
disease and their relationship with environmental
factors and management practices at multiple
scales is needed to better understand disease
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temporal understanding of orchards, their pathosystem and their management. Therefore, GIS in
horticulture can help identify and predict disease
risk areas and is a powerful tool to facilitate more
sustainable management practices in agriculture.
However, derived maps need to be created and
interpreted at the correct scale and with a sound
understanding of the statistical methods and
their associated limitations, to enable appropriate
management decisions to be made.

Figure 3 Spatial location of the apple varieties
for the total 65 blocks in the orchard study area.
Each variety has been assigned a code number
to anonymise its identity. The inset indicates
blocks belonging to the same orchard that are
geographically separated from the main blocks.

progression. Higher resolution, row- and treescale disease data could help identify the processes
behind hot-spots and their stability over time.
CONCLUSION
This research shows how GIS is a helpful tool
for understanding spatial patterns of disease
in horticulture. Visual displays and robust
analyses of spatial data can help predict and
identify disease risk areas (while avoiding map
subjectivity) and also provide insights to improve
management practices.
Overall, a general decline in total canker
incidence occurred over time at the orchard
scale, with a non-random spatial pattern
indicating underlying spatial processes across the
landscape. Some disease hot-spots at the block
scale re-occurred each year, while others varied
spatially over the four years. Understanding these
spatial processes and their causes requires further
robust analysis that includes environmental and
management variables at multiple spatial scales.
Spatial analyses help disentangle factors that
could otherwise seem random. In the application
used here, it provided a greater spatial and
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